
          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

 

C1 - PRIX DE LA PAUBELIERE - 2875m (a1 3/4m) - National - Class E - 

Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. KRACUS DE GUEZ - Posted a promising first start effort before losing his stride on second 
attempt. Should redeem himself 

2. KAPORAL DU PONT - Just the one place from eight starts and looks very vulnerable in a race 
of this nature. Best to pass over 

3. KARNAC WOOD - A sound winner of his first start at Saint-Malo on 30 April and can follow up. 
The one to beat 

4. KALYPSO ATOUT - Placed twice in three starts last year on turf. Good comeback run and top 
connections. Warrants some consideration  with all shoes coming off 

5. KEVISAN - Disappointed last start at Laval after two good placed efforts. Should be in the 
shake-up 

6. KILLER BOND - Solid winner when off the mark at Laval on 12 May and is expected to 
confirm. Shortlisted 

7. KING ROC - Went off the mark at Vannes on turf on second career start. Stiffer task assigned 
this time 

8. KASHMIR JADOR - Placed twice in eight starts and last effort at Laval was solid. Can been 
the mix 

9. KEROS DES BAUX - Went off the mark mid-May at Le Croisé-Laroche on fourth attempt. Has 
more to offer 

10. KIMONO WIC - Went off the mark on second career start at Langon on 1st May. Has more to 
offer and cannot be ruled out 

11. KIMOKO FLEURI - Won first outing early April but has been regressive since then. First time 
on sand today 

12. KABRIO D'OR - Well exposed and has shown limited ability so far. Has a few lengths to find 
in this line-up 

13. KAISER TURGOT - Won his first start at Lisieux mid April but failed to confirm at Laval next 
time out. Easier task assigned today 

Summary : This looks a nice little race with some promising 3yo. The well-bred KARNAC WOOD 
(3) won well on debut at Saint-Malo and is taken to follow up before he goes on to much better 
things. KAISER TURGOT (13) is definitely better than his last run at Laval suggests and can be 
given another chance. KEROS DES BAUX (9) took a little bit of time to win his first race but he 
should win plenty more. KILLER BOND (6) left a good impression when he scored at Laval and is 
another one for the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

KARNAC WOOD (3) - KAISER TURGOT (13) - KEROS DES BAUX (9) - KILLER BOND (6) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C2 - PRIX DE LA TOUCHE - 2875m (a1 3/4m) - Class E - Mounted - EUR € 

23.000  

 
1. IRIKIE - Delicate mare whose only success was registered in this code last year at Durtal. Not sighted on 

seasonal bow and can be passed over 

2. ICE TEA D'AXEL - Disqualified more often than not and is hard to make a case for based on modest only 
run in 2023 

3. ISABELLA DREIVE - Very delicate mare whose recent efforts do little to inspire confidence. Not a priority 

4. IASALA DE COQUERIE - Good last two runs in this code but this is a tougher assignment and others can 
be preferred 

5. IRON BOY DE BUSSET - Comes in the race on a string of disappointing performances and is hard to 

make a case for despite top-connections 

6. IAROSLAVA - Good class of a mare who is well entered on the front row. Pairs up with Mathieu Mottier 
and is hugely respected 

7. ILIEN DE VRIE - Well beaten on re-entry under harness. Back to his preferred discipline under a new 
shoeing feature and can grab a place 

8. INFINIE RIGOLOTE - Has done little of note for some time now and although all shoes come off, cannot 
be given much consideration 

9. INASTIE DANICA - Bounced back to form on return under the saddle last time out. Entrusted to 
Lebourgeois and has every chance 

10. ILOVIROIZ DI LEONE - Has done nothing of note for a considerable period of time and is easily 
overlooked 

11. ISBA DU DOUET - Very effective in this code and with stride in check, can be a major player in this line-

up 

12. ILEO PIERJI - Smart performer on both codes but can lose his stride from time to time. Has to be 
included in calculations though 

13. ISIS WILD - Effective in this code and has been in good form of late. Cannot be excluded of the equation 

14. IDEFIX D'OURVILLE - Not devoid of ability but not the most dependable and others can be preferred 

15. IVAN DE L'ERDRE - Has demonstrated ability under harness and must be given some consideration on 
debut in a Mounted race 

16. ISAAC DE SYVA - A sound winner at Caen when last seen in this code. Well entered and must be given 
serious consideration 

Summary : INASTIE DANICA (9) boosted her confidence with an excellent last start effort. Associated to 
Yohann Lebourgeois, she makes a lot of appeal. IAROSLAVA (6) is very effective in this code and has an 
ideal starting position on the front row. Serious player ! ILEO PIERJI (12) is capable of getting involved if he 
keeps his stride together. ISIS WILD (13) has been in good recent form and can get a look in. 

SELECTIONS 

INASTIE DANICA (9) - IAROSLAVA (6) - ILEO PIERJI (12) - ISIS WILD (13) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C3 - PRIX FITECO - 2875m (a1 3/4m) - National - Class D - Harness - EUR 

€ 23.000  

 
1. JAMINISTAR - Won two races toward the end of last year but has been regressive since then and must 

reaffirm 

2. JESSYLONA - Disappointed in all three starts this season and looks very hard to make a case for on that 
evidence 

3. JALNA DU BUISSON - Off the mark last time at Chateaubriand on twelfth attempt. Expected to confirm 
with Eric Raffin at the helm 

4. JENNY JO - Very capable filly when she can keep her stride together. A question of all or nothing but just 
impossible to write off 

5. JOSUBIE MESLOISE - Has been in good spirit of late but remains a maiden after twenty starts and 
others make more appeal 

6. JULIA D'AMOUR - Tends to go well when not disqualified and with Lebourgeois in the kart, can be given 

some consideration 

7. JOY DA VINCI - Already won two races this season and has plenty more to offer. But races with all shoes 

on this time and is unlikely to trouble the judges 

8. JACOVIA MADRIK - Very delicate filly who was last seen in the winners enclosure in a claimer. Has work 
to do 

9. JACINTHE DE DAIDOU - Dual winner from fifteen starts. Looked in contention when she lost her stride 
200 meters from the finish at Caen. On a redemption mission 

10. JOLYDOLE - Won three races this year and gave a good account at Nantes last time out despite the 
sanction. Leading claims 

11. JOLIE MAJYC - Decent filly who won one race last year. Returns from a layoff and with all shoes on, is 
unlikely to get involved 

12. JE ME SOUVIENS - Made it win number two at Le Mans early May and without shoes again today, 

should be able to play a leading role 

13. JONA DE REVE D'OR - Has done little of note in three starts this year and is unlikely shake things up 
this time either 

14. JOYCE DES GRANGES - Went off the mark at Enghien last September. Has blown hot and cold since 
but goes barefoot for the first time today 

15. JUSTICE SECRETE - Has been in good form of late and is ideally entered. All shoes off again and must 
be included in calculations 

Summary : JOLYDOLE (10) broked her stride early in the race at Nantes last time but subsequently gave a 
good account at the rear. She can resume winning ways in this open contest where the main danger could 
be JENNY JO (4), a very smart filly who remains very delicate. JALNA DU BUISSON (3) looked good when 
she went off the mark in her last outing and has more to offer. JUSTICE SECRETE (15) is another one who 

must be given consideration. 

SELECTIONS 

JOLYDOLE (10) - JENNY JO (4) - JALNA DU BUISSON (3) - JUSTICE SECRETE (15) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C4 - PRIX DU CONCOURS D'ATTELAGE DE MESLAY - 2875m (a1 3/4m) - 

National - Class D - Harness - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. JERRY QUICK - Modest recent form is probably reflective of his chances and can be passed over despite the 
presence of Raffin in the kart 

2. JASMIN GEMA - Only career success from ten starts was on turf last summer. Off since November and is best to be 
watched 

3. JERZINHO SPORT - Registered a third career success at Chartres last time out and steps up in grade with legitimate 
claims 

4. JOJO DE L'AUNAY - Not without ability but is a better performer under the saddle and will have limited aspirations in 
this race 

5. JIOSCO DES OMBRES - Not sighted in three starts this season and is very hard to make a case for on that evidence 

6. JACK TEJY - Showed significant progress since last March with three consecutive victories. Expected to go close once 
again 

7. JAMBIER - Won two from ten in 2022 and has been off the track since November. Could just need the race and can be 
watched 

8. JIBI DU FRUITIER - Just the one win from sixteen so far. Bounced back to form at Graignes latest but this is tougher 
today 

9. JOHNNY STAR - Went off the mark at Le Mans two starts ago with Mathieu Abrivard in the kart. Pair reunites today 
and should be closely involved 

10. JAURIAS - Won two races last year before regressing this winter at Vincennes. Off since January and likely to need 
the race 

11. JAZZY ABSOLUTE - Enjoyed a good start to 2023 but has been regressive of late and has work to do at present 

12. JAB KISS - Consistent for the most part but with a new shoeing feature today, can improve and is not out of it 

13. JULIANO - Three times winner from eight thus far. Got boxed-in at Caen last time out and must be given another 
chance 

14. JAMES MADRIK - Showed ability last year but is off since October. New shoeing feature applies today and top-driver 
in the kart. Consider 

15. JAGERBOMB - Won three from five so far and looks an even better horse since racing unshod. The one they all have 
to beat 

16. JOEY DU NOYER - Has demonstrated ability last year and should come on a lot from comeback run. Can be in the 
mix 

Summary : A solid winner of his last two starts while racing barefoot on these occasion, JAGERBOMB (15) must have 
more to offer and can make it three on the bounce. The progressive JACK TEJY (6) is also promised to a bright future and 
can give a lot to do to the selection. reunited with Mathieu Abrivard, JOHNNY STAR (9) can leave behind his last below-
par effort. JAB KISS (12) is interesting to follow under a new shoeing feature. 

SELECTIONS 

JAGERBOMB (15) - JACK TEJY (6) - JOHNNY STAR (9) - JAB KISS (12) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C5 - PRIX PARIS TURF - 2600m (a1 5/8m) - Autostart - Class E - Harness - 

EUR € 23.000  

 
1. IPHIGENIE - Useful mare who was sanctioned on turf last time out. Must raise her game to 
feature but could just do it 

2. ILLUSION DE CHENU - Enjoyed a good 2022 campaign but has been erratic this year and 
cannot be worth much consideration 

3. IDAYA SOMOLLI - Has not won a race for some time now but showed better intentions in last 
two starts and is not out if 

4. IZA JOSSELYN - Well drawn on the front tier but has ben disappointing lately and must show 
vast improvement to feature 

5. IZZIE D'ERONVILLE - Very delicate mare who has done little of note in four starts this year 
and is best to watch for now 

6. INA DU PONT - Is back in good shape as suggest her last two starts. Barefoot again and well 
drawn. Has solid claims 

7. IDOLE DE LA ROUVRE - Good solid winner at Graignes under similar conditions and is 
expected to feature prominently here too 

8. IRONIE DE CHENU - Very consistent mare who won well at Caen last time out. Has a poor 
draw on the front tier behind the car though 

9. INFERNA DE HOUELLE - Won three minor events last year but has been regressive of late 
and is very hard to make a case for 

10. INFLORA BELLA - Has demonstrated ability without shoes last year. Races fully shod again 
here and is unlikely to be ready yet 

11. ICE HAUFOR - Won over longer at the venue back in March. New shoeing feature applies 
today and can be in the mix 

12. IMPERATRICE LOVE - Showed early promises. Well-backed when she blew the start at 
Vichy last time out and must be given another chance 

13. IVRE DE JOIE - Only career success was in March 2021. Has been mostly struggling since 
then and is not a priority in this line-up 

Summary : IRONIE DE CHENU (8) is currently going through a purple patch and should once 
again play a feature role. She has to put up with a very poor draw on the front row but her task 
remains realistic INA DU PONT (6) is back on form and goes barefoot. She should be closely 
involved too. ICE HAUFOR (11) has been a tad disappointing recently but can bounce back 
anytime on a track that she relishes. IMPERATRICE LOVE (12) has to be given another chance 
after her unfortunate disqualification at Vichy. 

SELECTIONS 

IRONIE DE CHENU (8) - INA DU PONT (6) - ICE HAUFOR (11) - IMPERATRICE LOVE (12) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C6 - PRIX V AND B - VINS ET BIERES - 2875m (a1 3/4m) - Class D - 

Mounted - EUR € 34.000  

 
1. GAZON DEVOL - Has been struggling for most of 2023 and although showed better intentions 
in last start, remains hard to fancy 

2. FAROUK DU GUELIER - Useful trotter in this code but seldom wins races and many others 
are preferable in this line-up 

3. GUI D'ERABLE - Winner of his first start in this code last November at Vincennes. Modest 
recent form under harness but change of discipline could be just what is needed 

4. FEE DU VERNAY - Excellent last run in this code in April at Enghien and in similar form will 
have her chances 

5. FOLIE MIX - Has done very little of note since registering a fifth career victory at Cabourg last 
October and has a lot to find 

6. GEGE DE FROMENTEL - Returns to his preferred discipline after three comeback runs under 
harness. Hind shoes come off and is one for the shortlist 

7. FILLE VAULOGER - Obvious lack of consistency but remains a useful mare under the saddle 
and cannot be discounted for a place 

8. FRANGE FLEURIE - Has shown little enthusiasm for the game in three starts in either codes 
this year. Can be passed over 

9. EXPERT DELTA - Disqualified in only previous start under the saddle. Poor recent form does 
little to inspire confidence. Look elsewhere 

10. DUO CHARMEUR - An eleven times winner under the saddle. Has had two comeback runs 
and should be back to himself at present 

11. GAVROCHE BEST - Good class of a horse in the Mounted discipline. Unlucky at Vincennes 
last time and expected to redeem himself 

Summary : GAVROCHE BEST (11) brings som serious form into this race and is expected to 
leave behind his unlucky attempt at Vincennes. GUI D'ERABLE (3) has ability but remains a 
tricky horse. The change of code could be just what he needs to bounce back to form. GEGE DE 
FROMENTEL (6) returns to his favorite discipline and with three runs under his belt, should be 
ready for a big run. GEGE DE FROMENTEL (6) caught the eye at Enghien two starts ago and is 
worth a look in. 

SELECTIONS 

GAVROCHE BEST (11) - GUI D'ERABLE (3) - GEGE DE FROMENTEL (6) - FEE DU 

VERNAY (4) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C7 - PRIX DU PRINTEMPS - 2600m (a1 5/8m) - European-Autostart - Class 

D - Harness - EUR € 34.000  

 
1. FALCO FUN - Down the field in only run this year. All shoes on again and is unlikely to be fit yet. Ignore 

2. GARDNER SHAW - Won two from last three starts including a Class D at Laval in most recent one. Can follow up 

3. GRECO BELLO - Very useful trotter who won fourteen from forty-one. Runs barefoot today and this can't be seen as a 
positive. Others preferred 

4. HERADAMES - Talented colt in both codes and currently as good as ever. Ideally drawn behind the car and has a 
leading chance 

5. ELEGANT FARCAP - Mounted races specialist who is off since June last year. Cannot be given any consideration 

6. HARINA DREAM - Good class of a mare who did not enjoy the best of run last time at Laval. Can be given another 
chance 

7. DIABLE LUDOIS - Has not done anything of note in seven runs over the past two and half years. Can easily be 
overlooked 

8. HEDIC GEMA - Has been in the form of his life in 2023 with four wins from six starts. Poor draw on the front tier but a 
player all the same 

9. FILARETE DU VERGER - Unplaced on sole run this year. All shoes on again and is unlikely to be ready yet. Look 
elsewhere 

10. HARMONIOUSLY - Four times winner from fifty-five. Bounced back to form at Le Croisé-Laroche and will try to 
confirm from a tricky draw on second tier 

11. DESTIN DE STAR - Not the horse he once was and although did give a good account at Vincennes last time, will 
struggle to make an impact with all shoes on 

12. FANAL DU GARDEN - Has long been out of form and is unlikely to show any different this Thursday. Best to be 
passed over 

13. ZINKO TOP - Smart Italian import who has yet to win on French soils but expected to do so in the very near future. 
Keep on the radar 

14. HASUR DAIRPET - Was far from disgraced when 3rd in a similar event at Rouen mid-March. Off since then but 
cannot be discounted 

15. FEELING BOY - Comes in the race on the back of a string of sanctions. Eric Raffin steps in for the drive but has a 
poor draw 

16. CHANDELLES - Has only won two from thirty-one this far. Better under the saddle at present and is unlikely to shake 
things up 

Summary : GARDNER SHAW (2) has been in great spirit of late and from a good spot behind the car-start is expected to 
take all the beating. HERADAMES (4) is another one going through a purple patch and is also ideally drawn. He looks the 
biggest danger to the selection. HEDIC GEMA (8) has been flying high in 2023 and goes barefoot again so another good 
run can be expected. HARINA DREAM (6) did not enjoy the best of run at Laval and can make amends. 

SELECTIONS 

GARDNER SHAW (2) - HERADAMES (4) - HEDIC GEMA (8) - HARINA DREAM (6) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C8 - PRIX DU MUGUET - 2600m (a1 5/8m) - Autostart - Class E - Harness - 

EUR € 23.000  

 
1. INDIRISS - Delicate trotter but is not devoid of ability. Can bounce back to form at a big price 

2. IN LOVE DE CHARDET - Two wins from seventeen starts thus far but gradually finding his 
form in 2023 and seems to have a good each-way chance 

3. INGMAN - Has been in the form of his life since the end of April and barefoot again, is 
expected to be a huge player 

4. INFINITIF D'ERABLE - Hard to knock in this class of event and although has his first run 
behind the autostart, has to be given a lot of consideration 

5. IWAN D'AVEL - Won his only previous start at the venue in December 2021. Lost his way in 
last two and must reaffirm 

6. IT'S DAY - Useful trotter in the provinces who is a three times winner. Poor last run and needs 
to show vast improvement 

7. INDIC - Registered a third career success last time at Le Croisé-Laroche under same shoeing 
configuration as today. Leading claims once again 

8. ILESLOR DES KECHES - Has not won a race since December 2021 but knocking hard at 
present and can overcome his poor draw on the front line 

9. IDILLICO SARR - Only career win came in May last year. Has done nothing of note since and 
is hard to make a case for 

10. INFAILLIBLE DE BRY - Placed once in six start in 2023. Faces an uphill task in a race of this 
nature and is unlikely to be involved at the finish 

11. ICEBERG DEL PHEDO - Poor recent form is probably reflective of his chances and can 
easily be passed over 

Summary : INDIC (7) won well last time out at Le Croisé-Laroche and with the same shoeing 
feature applied today, it is easy tot think that he can follow up with another victory. A consistent 
performer in this division, INFINITIF D'ERABLE (4) is another one who has a proper leading 
chance if he keeps focus on the job. The in-form INGMAN (3) has a good draw and can make his 
presence felt once again. ILESLOR DES KECHES (8) has been knocking hard at the door. 

SELECTIONS 

INDIC (7) - INFINITIF D'ERABLE (4) - INGMAN (3) - ILESLOR DES KECHES (8) 

 


